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INTRODUCTION TO THE SHARED ASSESSMENTS PROGRAM AND THE PROGRAM TOOLS

The Shared Assessments Program is the member-driven trusted source in third party risk assurance. The Program delivers industry standard third party risk
assurance leadership, in part through regular identification of modifications in domestic and international regulations, industry standards and guidelines, and the
emergence of new risks.
The Program Tools are an important component of the Shared Assessments Third Party Risk Management Framework, which helps organizations manage the full life
cycle of a third party relationship – from planning for a third party relationship, performing due diligence, selecting a third party / vendor, negotiating the contract,
monitoring risks and terminating the relationship. Evaluation of changes to the Program Tools is made on an ongoing basis, by our members against tool content and
required updates. This process keeps each Tool relevant and efficient, in response to the relentless pace and shifting nature of cyber security threats and
vulnerabilities associated with rapidly evolving issues related to outsourcing, cloud, mobile and fourth party security. Additional resources are available at:
www.sharedassessments.org.
The Shared Assessments “Trust, but Verify” Model
The Shared Assessments Program Tools embody a “trust, but verify” approach for conducting third party risk management assessments using a substantiation-based,
standardized, efficient methodology. The trust component of the Program is the Standardized Information Gathering (SIG) questionnaire, a holistic tool for risk
management assessments, including assessment of cybersecurity, information technology, privacy, cloud, data security and business resiliency controls. By using the
SIG, an outsourcer can obtain all the information necessary to conduct an initial assessment of an organization’s control posture relative to the products and services
they receive. The verify component of the Shared Assessments Program is facilitated by the use of the Shared Assessments Standardized Control Assessment
(SCA): a holistic tool for performing standardized onsite and/or virtual risk management control assessments, including cybersecurity, IT, privacy, data security and
business resiliency. The SCA allows an outsourcer to validate the answers provided on the SIG questionnaire by a service provider. The SCA can also be utilized as a
standalone set of procedures for performing an onsite control assessment. The SCA can be scoped, selecting those risk control areas to be included as part of the
onsite assessment and the accompanying procedures that are to be used.
Reporting for the SCA does not provide an opinion, nor does it contain recommendations or details of remediation. The report is a fact-based document that details
population, sample size and the presence or absence of attributes (property or field of a particular object or document) within the sample, based on clearly defined
assessment procedures. Completion of the SCA can contribute to reduced assessments costs, including “assess once, use by many” in which the report may be
utilized many times by different outsourcers.
Of note for the 2018 Tool Release, is that the Agreed Upon Procedures (AUP) Tool has been renamed to the Standardized Control Assessment (SCA) procedures.
This was done to better communicate the function of the SCA and to align its name with the Standardized Information Gathering (SIG) questionnaire. In 2018, these
two Shared Assessments Program Tools have been even more tightly aligned and designed to be used together. The name change also will help eliminate possible
confusion with AICPA - “Agreed Upon Procedures” (AUP) - Attestation Engagements.
Standardized Control Assessment (SCA) Format
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Each SCA control area contains:





Objective(s): Statement(s) describing the business interest behind assessing the domain.
Risk Statement(s): Statement(s) identifying the possible inherent risk if the risk control is not in place.
Control(s): Statement(s) about the controls organizations should have in place.
Procedure(s): The action or actions a practitioner will perform to test each control area.

SCA Engagement
SCA engagements proceed as diagrammed below.

Assessment Firm
Receives Request to
Perform SCA

Assessment Firm
Scoping
Discussions

Scope and Terms
Agreed

Preparation
Activities

Onsite Fieldwork

SCA Report
Drafting and
Review

SCA Report
Issued

Additional Parties
Request and
Receive Report

Scoping the Assessment
The SCA can be tailored to each relationship, depending on third party service provider type, location and services provided and used alongside any industry practices
assessor tool in alignment with the outsourcing company’s risk management policy and procedures.
The scope of an SCA engagement must be determined to identify the procedures that will be executed. The scope must take into account the type of organization, its
business, the type access and type of scoped data, protected scoped data, privacy scoped data and protected privacy scoped data it collects, stores, uses, shares,
transports, retains, secures and/or deletes. Given this information, the target systems or processes are defined along with their supporting hardware, software and
procedures to be tested.
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The applicability of each procedure should be determined during scoping discussions, assisting the practitioner with:
 Understanding the organization’s environment.
 Identifying the documentation that the organization will need to provide.
 Determining the order in which the procedures will be executed.
Performing the in scope procedures provides the depth of validation outsourcing clients typically expect, potentially saving time and effort for both the client and the
organization. Note: The SCA report does not express opinion and covers only those procedures performed under the scope of the agreement.
SCA Report and Use of the SCA Report Template
When all applicable procedures are completed, the audit or assessment firm provides the organization with a report of its findings. After reviewing the report and
providing it to clients, organizations are strongly encouraged to communicate with their clients about the report’s content. Communication should include the following:
 Identification of any mitigating and compensating controls that were not tested during the SCA engagement. (This information may need to be tailored
according to the services subscribed to by the client or in accordance with relevant contracts.)
 Description of any remediation plans, including how and when identified control issues will be addressed and plans for testing to demonstrate that the required
changes have been implemented. (Organizations should understand that many clients will require remediation plans.)
The SCA and SCA Report Template were created for use by outsourcers, service providers, as well as by third party assessment firms, who conduct onsite audits of
an organization's controls. Kept current by the Members of the Shared Assessments Program, the SCA aligns with current regulations, industry standards, guidelines
and the current threat environment. The SCA provides organizations with the confidence of knowing they are utilizing the latest industry best practices and a
standardized, consistent and robust framework for evaluations regardless of who performs the assessment. The SCA is designed for assessment through objective
and consistent procedures to evaluate key cybersecurity and risk management controls in the following 18 domains and should be scoped for performing an onsite
assessment based on the products and/or services provided.
Risk assessment and treatment
Security policy
Organizational security
Asset and information management
Human resource security
Physical and environmental security
Operations management
Access control
Application security

Incident event and communications management
Business resiliency
Compliance
End User Device Logging and Monitoring
Network security
Privacy
Vulnerability management
Server security
Cloud hosting

The SCA Report Template, the companion document to the SCA, which is received as part of the SCA Bundle, as well as the “Complete” (all Program Tools) Bundle,
provides a standardized approach to collecting and reporting onsite assessment results. The SCA Report Template is a mechanism, organizations can use that do not
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have a proprietary enterprise risk platform for managing onsite assessments results and reporting. A sample section of the SCA Report Template format is provided
below.
Report Template – Sample Section A.1
A.1 IT and Infrastructure Risk Governance
Objective:
An organization’s enterprise risk governance program should include a formal program, which documents the organization’s assets and threats and evaluates
associated risks.
Attribute or Document Present
(Yes, No, or N/A)

Attribute
Obtain from the Assessee documentation that is a part of
its risk management program and inspect the
documentation for evidence of the following:
Risk governance plan
Risk policy and procedures
Range of business assets to be evaluated
Range of threats
Risk scoping
Risk training plan
Risk scenarios
Risk evaluation criteria
Periodic review of program documentation
Business owner
Technical owner
Last update
Comments:
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Standardized Control Assessment Glossary Terms
Key terms and phrases used throughout the SCA are defined below for terms used in this Tool Kit version of the SCA Privacy Section. Glossary Terms are also
italicized throughout the document, so they are identifiable and users can quickly reference their meanings.
Term

Definition

Affiliate

Any entity under the outsourcer’s effective control.

Applicable Privacy Law

Relevant laws, enactments, regulations, binding industry codes, regulatory permits and licenses that
are in effect and address the protection, handling and privacy of scoped privacy data, selected as
being in scope for the assessment.

Assessee

The assessee is the entity being evaluated and either performs work on behalf of an outsourcer or is
being considered for such a role. The assessee is always independent of the outsourcer, except that in
those instances where the outsourcer is evaluating its own work processes, the outsourcer also
assumes the role of the assessee in Shared Assessments Program Tool evaluations and associated
materials.

Attribute

A property or field of a particular object.
A client is the individual and/or entity for whom services are being provided by the organization.

Client
Client Scoped Privacy Data

Confidential Information

Data received from the organization’s client that includes EU “sensitive personal data” (health, religion,
criminal records, trade union membership, sexual orientation and race) and in the US, protected
scoped privacy data includes name, address or telephone number in conjunction with Social Security
number, driver’s license number, account number, credit or debit card number, personal identification
number or user ID or password.
Confidential information means any information and/or documents of the client or its affiliates to which
the organization has had access, whether in oral, written, graphic or machine-readable form, and
includes, but is not limited to: (i) trade secrets and work product; (ii) information relating to business
plans or practices, sales, pricing, financial data or marketing plans or methods; (iii) software,
applications, systems and networks, including source code, object code and documentation and
commentary related thereto; (iv) information relating to one or more customers of the subscriber or its
affiliates, including, but not limited to, the following (collectively, “client data”): (1) personal information
such as a customer’s name, address, telephone number, account relationships, account numbers,
account balances and account histories, (2) information concerning such customers that would be
considered “nonpublic personal information” within the meaning of Title V of the Gramm-Leach Bliley
Act of 1999 (Public Law 106-102, 113 Stat. 1338) and its implementing regulations, as the same may
be amended from time to time and (3) information concerning such customers that is protected from
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Term

Definition
disclosure by other applicable federal or state laws and regulations regarding privacy; (v) confidential
information of third parties in the subscriber’s or its affiliates’ possession; (vi) security procedures and
measures; and (vii) all other information related to the subscriber’s and/or its affiliates’ business(es).
Except with respect to customer data, “client confidential information” does not include information that
(i) is at the time of its disclosure publicly known; (ii) was rightfully known by licensor at the time of
disclosure; or (iii) is lawfully received by licensor from a third party not bound by confidentiality
obligations to the owner of such client confidential information.

Contractor

A contracted professional with expertise in a particular domain or area.

Data Controller

Any person (including a public authority, agency or any other body) which alone or jointly with others
determines the purposes and means of processing scoped privacy data (EU Directive). GDPR
Definition: Article 4 Section 7. “controller means the natural or legal person, public authority, agency
or other body which, alone or jointly with others, determines the purposes and means of the
processing of personal data; where the purposes and means of such processing are determined by
Union or Member State law, the controller or the specific criteria for its nomination may be provided
for by Union or Member State law; …“

Data Processor

From GDPR: Article 4 GDPR “Section 8. ‘processor’ means a natural or legal person, public
authority, agency or other body which processes personal data on behalf of the controller…”

Data Subject

Any person who can be identified, directly or indirectly, by information that identifies one or more
factors specific to his or her physical, physiological, mental, economic, cultural or social identity. In
certain countries (such as Austria, Luxembourg and Italy), this also includes information concerning
legal entities/corporations.

e-Privacy

While not directly a part of GDPR, the proposed EU e-Privacy Regulation is designed to address
‘‘natural and legal persons in the provision and use of electronic communications services, and in
particular, the rights to respect for private life and communications and the protection of natural
persons with regard to the processing of personal data.” The focus on unsolicited marketing, cookies,
electronic communications, data analytics will trigger changes to the deployment of digital technologies
for notice and consent, including updates to the oversight of electronic communications service
providers. While separate from GDPR, the compliance timelines will also impact data controllers and
data processor if e-Privacy services are in scope.

Incident

Events outside normal operations that disrupt normal operational processes. An incident can be a
relatively minor event, such as running out of disk space on a server, or a major disruption, such as a
breach of database security and the loss of private and confidential customer information.

Inventory

An itemized list of current assets.
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Term

Definition

Non-Public Information

Any personally identifiable or company proprietary information that is not publicly available. Non-public
information includes but is not limited to: certain company proprietary information, such as internal
policies and memorandums; and personal information such as an individual’s name, address or
telephone number. It also includes information requiring higher levels of protection according to the
company’s security policy, such as company proprietary trade secrets or personal information that
bundles an individual’s name, address or telephone number with a Social Security number, driver’s
license number, account number, credit or debit card number, personal identification number, health
information, religious opinions or a user ID or password.

Non-Public Personal Information (NPPI)

Any personally identifiable information that is not publicly available. Non-public, personal information
includes but is not limited to name, address, city, state, zip code, telephone number, Social Security
number, credit card number, bank account number and financial history.

Notice Consent Language

Any data subject consent language in a privacy notice to be accepted by a data subject (expressly or
by implication). The language may relate to consent to the entire privacy notice or to particular uses of
the scoped privacy data where a data subject’s non-consent to this use of the scoped privacy data
results in a data subject rejecting the privacy notice. Examples of uses include cross-border transfer of
scoped privacy data, special use of the scoped privacy data or special local regulatory requirements.

Outsourcer

The entity delegating a function to the independent Assessee, or is considering doing so. The
Outsourcer is the entity receiving the Assessee’s evaluation results. In those instances in which the
Outsourcer assesses itself, the Outsourcer also assumes the role of the Assessee in SA evaluations
and associated materials.

Permission

Any data subject permission (opt in or opt out) required to use or share scoped privacy data that can
be easily switched on and off, including for the following purposes: marketing, affiliate sharing, product
use, promotions, newsletters, tailoring services to data subject’s particular requirements, behavioral
and purchasing patterns, social networking and professional networking, excluding notice consent
language.

Personal Data

From GDPR: Article 4 “‘personal data’ means any information relating to an identified or identifiable
natural person (‘data subject’); an identifiable natural person is one who can be identified, directly or
indirectly, in particular by reference to an identifier such as a name, an identification number, location
data, an online identifier or to one or more factors specific to the physical, physiological, genetic,
mental, economic, cultural or social identity of that natural person…”

Privacy Incident

A privacy incident is the unauthorized collection, use, access, retention or disclosure of personal or
otherwise sensitive information.
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Term

Definition

Privacy Inventory Flow

The current scoped privacy data inventory/list and flow by data subject category that has been
approved by management of the organization. A privacy inventory flow identifies the ownership of the
scoped privacy data, its sources, collection methods, storage locations, uses (by who, where and for
what purpose), sharing within the organization and among its third parties, trans-border flows and
adequacy mechanisms chosen to ensure the protection of such scoped privacy data, security,
retention and deletion schedules and mechanisms.

Privacy Notice

Notice given to data subjects on the collection, use, storage, sharing, transfer, retention and
destruction of their scoped privacy data in accordance with privacy applicable law and organization
policy.

Privacy Policy

An organization’s internal policy adopted for the life cycle of the scoped privacy data.

Processing

From GDPR: Article 4 “‘processing’ means any operation or set of operations which is performed on
personal data or on sets of personal data, whether or not by automated means, such as collection,
recording, organisation, structuring, storage, adaptation or alteration, retrieval, consultation, use,
disclosure by transmission, dissemination or otherwise making available, alignment or combination,
restriction, erasure or destruction...”

Protected Scoped Data

Scoped data or any other data that requires a higher level of protection or special treatment due to its
sensitivity under: security applicable law; company security policy; and/or as identified in the scope
definition of protected scoped data of the Shared Assessments Standardized Information Gathering
(SIG) questionnaire and Shared Assessments Standardized Control Assessment (SCA), a tool for
standardized onsite assessments. This may include: scoped data, such as name, address or telephone
number in conjunction with Social Security number, driver’s license number, account number, credit or
debit card number, personal identification number, user ID or password; an individual’s health
information; company trade secrets or certain confidential information. Data that falls under the
definitions of both scoped data and protected scoped data (for example, credit card details).

Protected Scoped Privacy Data

Any scoped privacy data required to have a higher level of protection or special treatment under
privacy applicable law due to its sensitivity, e.g., encryption. This includes EU “sensitive personal data”
(health, religion, criminal records, trade union membership, sexual orientation and race). In the US,
protected scoped privacy data includes name, address or telephone number in conjunction with Social
Security number, driver’s license number, account number, credit or debit card number, personal
identification number or user ID or password.

Scoped Data

A client’s non-public personal information (NPPI), protected health information (PHI), personal
information (PI) or non-public information that is stored, transmitted or processed by the service
provider. Scoped data may also include any data selected as being in scope by the organization or
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Term

Definition
client at the scoping of the engagement. Any reference to scoped data includes protected scoped data,
where applicable.

Scoped Privacy Data

Any information relating to a data subject, who can be identified directly or indirectly, by that
information, and in particular, by reference to an identification number or to one or more factors specific
to his or her physical, physiological, mental, economic, cultural or social identity. Examples of scoped
privacy data include name, address, telephone number and email address. Scoped privacy data may
exist in any media or format. Any reference to scoped privacy data includes protected scoped privacy
data, where applicable.

Sensitive Data

From GDPR: Article 9 “Processing of special categories of personal data” refers to the definition
categories of sensitive personal data that require additional levels of controls, approvals,
authorizations, including for example, genetic data and biometric data where processing can
uniquely identify a natural person. Sensitive personal data includes information regarding racial or
ethnic origin, political opinions, religious or philosophical beliefs, trade union membership, a natural
person’s sex life or sexual orientation.”

Service Provider

An organization that provides outsourced services, such as data processing, business operations,
applications, systems or staffing to clients.

Target Data

Client’s Non-Public Information (NPI), Protected Health Information (PHI), Personally Identifiable
Information (PII), Personally Identifiable financial information, E.U. covered Personal Data, E.U.
Special Categories of Personal Data and/or Consumer Report Information, that is stored, transmitted or
processed by the Service Provider or Dependent Service Provider(s). Target data can also include any
data selected as being in scope by the Service Provider or Client at the scoping of the engagement.

Third Party (or Dependent Service Provider)

All entities and persons not employed by the organization who have access to scoped data.
Organization(s) that provides outsourced services such as data processing, applications or systems
directly to the Service Provider on behalf of the Client(s). May be called subcontractors, subprocessors or sub-service organizations, e.g., Service Provider contracted storage or transport
services, Cloud Service providers, Disaster Recovery (DR)/Business Continuity Plan (BCP) location,
contractors etc.
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Sampling Methodology
Some procedures rely on sampling, which falls into four types:
 Random sampling of an entire population. In this case, a population of items gathered, as part of an SCA, will subsequently require a random sample to be
taken from the entire population. Refer to Section Y, Sampling Parameters, to determine the number of items to be sampled based on population size.
 Random sampling of a population subset. A population gathered as a part of an SCA may include items with many characteristics, but require only certain
characteristics of that population to be sampled. For example, N.1, Network Security – IDS/IPS Signature Updates, requires the sampling of IDS/IPS sensors
from the D.1, Asset Accounting and Inventory list. The list contains more items than IDS/IPS sensors. The list should first be reduced to include only those
specific items; then a random sample can be taken. Refer to Section Y, Sampling Parameters, to determine the exact number of items to be sampled based
upon the resulting population size.
 Reuse of samples. Certain procedures reuse samples from other procedures. In these cases, no further sampling is needed. For example, H.2, Revoke
System and Physical Access, relies on a hardware sample taken in H.1, Password Controls.
 Volume sampling. Certain procedures require a specific type or number of characteristics from the population to be included in the sample. The sampling
methodology is described in Section Y. Refer to Section Y, Sampling Parameters, to determine the exact number of total items to be sampled based on the
resulting population size.
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P. Privacy - Domain
Domain Objective:
Organizations should establish and maintain a privacy program and management framework to control and manage the protection of client-scoped privacy data and
client confidential information, including any classification of non-public personal information or personal data of individuals. This should include the overall
management of client-scoped privacy data, and confidential information within the organization and with third parties. The privacy program should include: individuals
or organizational structures responsible for the creation, oversight and maintenance of the program; privacy data inventories and flows; privacy policies or procedures
that address notice, choice and consent for client-scoped data; the management of client scoped privacy data through its life cycle of collection, storage, usage,
processing, sharing, transferring, securing, retention and destruction; third party agreements for meeting their commitments under the organization’s business
requirements, applicable privacy laws, policies, processes, technologies, policy and industry leading practices; and applicable authorizations, monitoring, and
enforcement mechanisms that address inquiries, disputes, or complaints.

P.1 PRIVACY PROGRAM MANAGEMENT
Objective:
An organization should understand the extent of the client-scoped privacy data inventory and flows to understand what privacy regulations are triggered based on data
classification. An organization should maintain an inventory of client-scoped privacy data that should, at a minimum, define client-scoped privacy data by data category
or data classification based on the data inventory, assign ownership for management of client-scoped privacy data and document the flow of client-scoped privacy
data throughout the data life cycle of collection, storage, usage processing, sharing, retention and retirement though the organization. The inventory and flows should
include all client-scoped privacy data that is provided to, or shared with, any of the organization’s affiliates, subcontractors or other third parties including any crossborder data flows.
Risk Statement:
The absence of data classification, privacy data inventories and privacy data flows may result in repositories of unprotected and unmanaged privacy data which
becomes vulnerable to a breach or non-compliance with applicable privacy laws.
Control:
An inventory of all scoped privacy data, defined by data category or data classification, and its appropriate flow is maintained and updated annually with all required
information in the privacy inventory flow. It has been approved and reviewed within the last 12 months and contains a revision history.
Procedure:
a. Confirm scope of specific privacy regulatory jurisdictions that are applicable to the client scoped data and the services in scope for the assessment.
1. Obtain from the organization a copy of its client-scoped privacy data inventory, the inventory data flow and a copy of the privacy policy, data classification policy
and procedures for jurisdictions determined to be in scope.
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2. Obtain from the organization a list of current third parties that access scoped privacy data.
3. Randomly select a sample of five from the third party list.
4. For the third parties identified in the above sample set, obtain from the organization a copy of the privacy data inventory, the inventory flow and a copy of the
privacy policy, privacy notices, related approvals and procedures for jurisdictions determined to be in scope.
5. For the organization, and each third party in the sample chosen, inspect the privacy inventory flow documents obtained in steps a for evidence of the following
attributes:
i. Security classification assigned for each data category.
ii. Privacy inventory flow for each jurisdiction or group of jurisdictions.
iii. Privacy inventory flow for sources/origin (including detailing from whom [entity], from where collected [country]) and how collected [electronic, paper],
specifically including countries with privacy laws that transcend the borders of their country or region (e.g., EU/EEA, Canada, China, AR, AU, NZ, HK, JP and
other onward transfer requirements or cross border data access for privacy of scoped privacy data, such as Privacy Shield, APEC or various seal programs).
iv. Scoped privacy data owner and scoped privacy data controller and/or data processor roles, if applicable.
v. Location (entity and country) for storage.
vi. Retention and destruction schedules.
vii. Purpose(s) for collection and use.
viii. List of who (role and location [entity and country]) uses scoped privacy data for what purposes.
ix. List of who (role and location [entity and country]) receives scoped privacy data.
Industry References:
HIPAA Security Rule 45 C.F.R. §§ 160.310(a), 160.310(b), 160.316(a), 162.406(b), 162.406(b)(1), 162.406(b)(2), 162.506(b), 162.506(b)(1), 162.506(b)(2),
164.308(a)(4)(i), 164.310(d)(1); 164.310(d)(2)(i); 164.310(d)(2)(iii); 164.316(b)2)(i), 164.502(d)(1), 164.502(f), 164.502(g)(2), 164.502(g)(3)(i), 164.502(g)(3)(ii),
164.502(g)(3)(ii)(A), 164.502(g)(3)(ii)(B), 164.502(g)(3)(ii)(C), 164.502(g)(4), 164.502(g)(4), 164.502(g)(5), 164.502(g)(5)(i), 164.502(g)(5)(ii), 164.502(h), 164.502(i),
164.502(j)(1), 164.502(j)(1)(i), 164.502(j)(1)(ii), 164.502(j)(1)ii)(a), 164.502(j)(1)(ii)(B), 164.502(j)(2), 164.502(j)(2)(i), 164.502(j(2)(ii), 164.504(e)(4)(i),
164.504(e)(4)(i)(A), 164.504(e)(4)(i)(B), 164.504(e)(4)(ii), 164.504(e)(4)(ii)(A), 164.504(e)(4)(ii)(B), 164.504(e)(4)(ii)(B)(1), 164.504(e)(4)(ii)(B)(2), 164.504(e)(5),
164.504(f)(2)(ii), 164.514(d)(4)(iii)(A), 164.514(d)(4)(iii)(A), 164.514(d)(5), 164.514(h)(1)(ii)
GDPR 2017: §I.[1].1.1, §I.[1].1.2, §I.[1].1.3, §I.[1].2.1, §I.[1].2.2.(a-d), §I.[1].2.3, §I.[1].2.4, §I.[1].3,1 §I.[1].3,2,(a,b), §II.[1].7.1, §II.[1].7.2, §II.[1].7.3, §II.[1].8.1, §II.[1].8.2,
§II.[1].8.3, §II.[1].9.1, §II.[1].9.2.(a-j), §II.[1].9.3, §II.[1].9.4, §II.[1].10, §III.2.13.1.(a-f), §III.2.13.2.(a-f), §III.2.13.3, §III.2.13.4, §III.2.14.1.(a-f), §III.2.14.2.(a-g),
§III.2.14.3.(a-c), §III.2.14.5.b, §III.2.15.1.(a-h), §III.2.15.2, §III.2.15.4, §III.3.17.1.(a-f), §III.3.17.3.(a-e), §III.3.18.1.(a-d), §III.3.18.2, §III.3.18.3, §III.3.19, §III.3.20.1.(a,b),
§III.3.20.2, §III.3.20.3, §III.3.20.4, §III.4.21.1, §III.4.21.2, §III.4.21.3, §III.4.21.5, §III.4.21.6, §III.4.22.1, §III.4.22.2.(a-c), §III.4.22.4, §III.5.23.1.(a-j), §III.5.23.2.(a-g),
§IV.1.26.2, §IV.1.28.3.(a-h), §IV.1.28.4, §IV.1.28.5, §IV.1.28.6, §IV.1.28.7, §IV.1.28.8, §IV.1.28.9, §IV.1.28.10, §IV.1.29, §IV.1.30.1.(a-g), §IV.1.30.5, §IV.3.35.1,
§IV.3.35.3.(a-c), §IV.3.35.4, §IV.3.35.5, §IV.3.35.6, §IV.3.35.7.(a-d), §IV.3.36.3.(a-f), §V.[1].44, §V.[1].45.1, §V.[1].45.2.(a-c), §V.[1].45.3, §V.[1].45.4, §V.[1].45.5,
§V.[1].45.6, §V.[1].45.7, §V.[1].45.8, §V.[1].47.2.(a-n), §V.[1].49.1.(a-g), §V.[1].49.2, §V.[1].49.6
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P.2 PRIVACY ORGANIZATION & PROGRAM MAINTENANCE
Objective:
An outsourcing organization should ensure that the service provider and its applicable third parties each have a designated privacy function responsibility assigned for
its privacy policy and program as it relates to client-scoped privacy data. The privacy program should contain enforcement and monitoring procedures and a change
management procedure to remain current with privacy changes in business requirements, applicable privacy law, policy and industry best practices.
Risk Statement:
The absence of a privacy program within an organization may increase the risk of privacy compliance issues and poor protection of private data that may lead to
disclosures and breaches.
Control:
An individual or function has been assigned as accountable for the privacy program at the organization and its applicable third parties. Accountability includes creation,
review, enforcement and a change management process for the privacy policy and program. This responsibility is documented as part of the organization chart and
roles and responsibilities for the privacy program or function. Key procedures have been written for due diligence, review and compliance, enforcement and monitoring
and change management.
Procedure:
a. Using the sample of third parties from the list obtained in P.1 Privacy Program Management, obtain from the organization and from their selected third parties (for
outside parties seek this information through the organization being assessed) a copy of the current, approved organization chart and procedures for privacy
function responsibilities the most recent reviews, due diligence, compliance and enforcement events, audits, external assurance reports (e.g. ISO, PCI, SCA, SOC
1, SOC 2, SOC 3, HiTrust etc. ) security program audits, remediation plans and changes implemented during the past 12 months and any privacy regulator
findings or court ruling(s) concerning scoped privacy data, each confirmed by third parties as current and complete.
b. For each third party in the sample chosen, inspect the documents to confirm the organization and third parties have documents regarding their responsibilities for
managing their privacy program and supporting the privacy programs of their clients by looking for evidence of the following attributes:
1. An individual or function is responsible for privacy.
2. Due diligence procedures for third parties regarding compliance with applicable privacy law prior to contracting with a third party.
3. Evidence of review of company-scoped privacy data practices for compliance with privacy program and enforcement procedures for non-compliance.
4. Confirmation of the organization having conducted assessments or received external audit reports of third parties accessing scoped privacy data.
5. Security program audits or assessments.
6. Confirm that organization procedures are in place specific to unique privacy jurisdiction obligations based on services provided and data classification.
7. Confirm that organization and respective third parties contract provisions are in place that are specific to the privacy jurisdiction obligations based on services
provided (e.g. GLBA Data Safeguarding provisions, FACTA Disposal Rules, Business Associate Agreement, Standard Model Clauses, etc.)
8. For the organization and each third party in the sample chosen, report the attributes listed in step b that are not present.
c. If the organization reports that certain attributes listed in step b are not applicable, report those attributes as exceptions.
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Industry References:
ISO 27001:2013: 4.2, A.18.1.4
HIPAA Security Rule 45 C.F.R. §§ 160.306(b), 160.306(b)(3), 160.308(a), 160.308(b), 160.310(a), 160.310(b), 164.308(a)(1)(i), 164.308(a)(8), 164.530(c)(1),
164.530(c)(2)(i), 164.530(c)(2)(ii), 164.530(e)(1), 164.530(e)(2), 164.530(f)
GDPR 2017: §II.[1].5.1.d, §II.[1].5.2, §III.1.12.3, §III.1.12.4, §III.2.13.1.(a-f), §III.2.13.2.f, §III.2.14.2.g, IV.1.24.1, §IV.1.24.2, §IV.1.24.3, §IV.1.26.1, §IV.1.27.1,
§IV.1.27.2.(a,b), §IV.1.27.3, §IV.1.27.4, §IV.1.27.5, §IV.1.28.1, §IV.1.28.2, §IV.2.32.1, §IV.2.32.4
P.3 PRIVACY AWARENESS
Objective:
An organization and its third parties should ensure recurring privacy awareness training occurs for their employees and contractors and that participation records are
maintained. This ensures employees and contractors are aware of key information privacy requirements and their obligations to maintain the privacy of client-scoped
privacy data.
Risk Statement: The absence of privacy awareness training may lead to both poor understanding of the inherent risks of not protecting the data and poor
implementation of controls designed to protect private data.
Control: Privacy awareness training occurs at least annually and during onboarding of new employees and contractors, addressing a broad set of privacy topics with
comprehension testing included. Participation records or evidence of participation for organization employees and contractors, and third party employees and
contractors are maintained.
Procedure:
a. Using the sample from the third party list obtained in P.1 Privacy Program Management, obtain from the organization and the selected third parties, via the
organization, a current list or description of the employees and contractors who access the scoped privacy data; a description of the privacy awareness training for
the past year for these employees and contractors; and for each sample item, the most recent physical or electronic record evidencing participation of the
applicable privacy awareness training.
b. For each item in the sample, inspect the privacy awareness training materials and participation records or evidence (as appropriate) for the following attributes:
1. Confirmation that the employee has received privacy awareness training within the last year.
2. Privacy information classification and control guidelines, including rules for information collection, use, transmission, retention and destruction.
3. Information on legal, regulatory and contractual responsibilities for privacy.
4. Employee and contractor comprehension testing of privacy awareness program.
5. Information on consequences (including penalties) for violations of applicable privacy law, contractual obligations or company policy.
6. Information on email and Internet usage guidelines regarding privacy and monitoring.
7. Onboarding privacy training for all employees.
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c.

8. Records maintained that document participation in training to target metrics and timeframes.
For each item in the sample, report the number of organization employees and contractors and the number of third parties’ employees and contractors sampled,
the number of organization employees and contractors and the number of third parties’ employees and contractors sampled where evidence of privacy training is
greater than the previous year’s where evidence of privacy training does not exist; report this as a finding.

Industry References:
HIPAA Security Rule 45 C.F.R. §§ 164.308(a)(5)(i), 164.316(b)(2)(ii)
GDPR 2017: §IV.4.39.1.b, §V.[1].47.2.(h,n), §VII.3.70.1.v
P.4 PRIVACY RISK ASSESSMENTS
Objective:
An organization should maintain a privacy risk assessment process that is in accordance with its legal, regulatory and contractual obligations to provide privacy
protection for client-scoped privacy data. It should demonstrate support for, and commitment to, identifying privacy risks and associated mitigation, including
management reporting. It should, where required, maintain procedures to assess privacy impact and embed privacy requirements based on changes in applicable
law, new systems, applications or devices.
Risk Statement:
The absence of a privacy impact or risk assessment process may lead to a violation of contract, privacy law, or privacy policy/notice obligations thereby increasing the
risk of non-compliance for client scoped privacy data.
Control:
A risk assessment process is maintained to address applicable privacy risks, mitigation, change management based on changes in the environment, including
reporting of privacy risk to management.
Procedure:
a. Obtain the following records:
1. The most recent privacy risk assessments, remediation plans and changes implemented regarding privacy during the past 12 months.
2. The records that identify privacy risk and mitigation plans.
3. Records of any privacy regulator findings.
4. Court ruling(s) concerning scoped privacy data within the last 12 months.
b. Inspect the documents for evidence of the following attributes:
1. Changes to the privacy risk assessment for changes to the risk assessment documents based on due diligence, review, compliance and enforcement
procedures, onsite audits, security program audits during the past 12 months.
2. Management review and approval.
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c.

3. Review to incorporate any privacy regulatory findings.
4. Review to incorporate any court rulings concerning scoped privacy data within the last 12 months.
Report on any attributes not listed above in b.

Industry References:
HIPAA Security Rule 45 C.F.R. §§ 160.310(a), 160.310(b)
GDPR 2017: §IV.1.25.1, §IV.1.25.2, §IV.1.25.3, §IV.5.43.2.c, §IV.5.43.4, §IV.4.38.2, §V.[1].45.3
P.5 PRIVACY NOTICE, CHOICE & CONSENT
Objective:
An organization should provide management policy, direction and support for information privacy in accordance with its legal, regulatory and contractual obligations to
provide privacy protection for client-scoped privacy data. It should demonstrate support for, and commitment to, information privacy through the issuance, acceptance
and maintenance of internal privacy policies across the organization. It should, where required, communicate that commitment to data subjects or individuals via
external privacy notices and where applicable, gain their consent and seek their consent for certain uses of scoped privacy data (e.g., protected privacy data). It
should ensure that third parties’ privacy policies and privacy notices are consistent with the organization’s privacy policies and privacy notices. The privacy policies and
privacy notices should incorporate the key areas of privacy and should be reviewed at planned intervals (at least annually), or if significant changes occur, to ensure
continuing suitability, adequacy and effectiveness.
Risk Statement:
The absence of a privacy policy and/ or privacy notices may be a regulatory violation and lead to poor privacy practices.
Control:
Internal privacy policies and external privacy notices of the organization and relevant third parties are developed and are routinely maintained. Privacy policies and
notices are aligned with the applicable privacy jurisdictions and incorporate frameworks and guidelines based upon that jurisdiction, and have been approved and
reviewed within the last 12 months and contain a revision history.
Procedure:
a. Obtain from the organization a copy of their master services agreement with the outsourcer and their most current vendor contract and applicable privacy policy or
procedures, and privacy notices. Using the sample of third parties from the list obtained in P.1 Privacy Program Management, obtain a copy of their current
contract and supporting documents.
b. Inspect the privacy policies or procedures for a revision history and documentation that the policy has been approved by management within the last 12 months.
c. Report if the privacy policies contain a date of the last management approval and last periodic review.
d. Inspect the copies of the contract requested in step a, and identify contract limitations/restrictions regarding privacy. Once identified, inspect the privacy policies
and privacy notices (where applicable) for alignment with those requirements.
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e. Inspect the privacy notices for evidence of the following attributes:
1. Direct reference to scope of applicable privacy jurisdiction or privacy domains based on industry frameworks.
2. Categories of personal information and scoped privacy data collected and the purposes (or restrictions) for which this information is used.
3. Categories of protected, scoped privacy data and requirements to protect this information.
4. Categories of affiliates and other third parties to whom the organization discloses scoped privacy data.
5. Notice of cross-border transfer or access of scoped privacy data (when applicable) with a requirement to comply with applicable privacy laws on cross-border
transfers.
6. Security section that states the commitment to protect personal information and scoped privacy data.
7. Data subject access and corrections section that informs the individuals on how to gain access to scoped privacy data for review, correction and/or deletion.
8. Data subject contact section for questions and complaints.
9. Disclosure regarding the collection of personal information of children.
10. Reference to the law of the jurisdiction, where data is transferred between jurisdictions.
11. Changes to privacy notice (if any) including Effective date.
12. Reference to any applicable data portability processes or procedures for data destruction upon individual request.
13. Web technology used (e.g. pixels, cookies, web beacons) including description(s), Explanation of how these technologies are used, including an explanation
of any choices the site user has over their use (e.g., opt-out mechanism for online behavioral advertising).
14. A “consent to the privacy notice” section, which varies from jurisdiction to jurisdiction.
15. Choices regarding receipt of marketing/promotional communications.
f. For the organization, and each third party in the sample chosen, report the attributes listed in step e that are not present.
g. If the organization reports that certain attributes listed in step e are not applicable, report those attributes as exceptions.
Industry References:
ISO 27001:2013 – A.18.1
HIPAA Security Rule 45 C.F.R. §§ 160.306(c)(3), 160.310(a), 160.310(b), 164.308(a)(1)(i), 164.308(a)(8), 164.316(a), 164.502(i), 164.504(f), 164.506(b)(1),
164.508(a)(1), 164.508(b)(1)(i), 164.508(b)(3), 164.508(b)(4), 164.508(b)(5), 164.508(c)(2), 164.508(c)(3), 164.508(c)(4), 164.510(b)(1)(i), 164.510(b)(1)(ii),
164.510(b)(3), 164.510(b)(4), 164.510(b)(5), 164.512. 164.512(b)(1)(v)(D), 164.512(b)(1)(v)(D)(1), 164.512(b)(1)(v)(D)(2), 164.512(b)(1)(vi)(C),
164.512(b)(1)(vi)(C)(1), 164.512(b)(1)(vi)(C)(2), 164.512(c)(1), 164.512(c)(1)(i), 164.512(c)(1)(ii), 164.512(c)(1)(iii), 164.512(c)(1)(ii)(A), 164.512(c)(1)(ii)(B),
164.512(c)(2), 164.512(c)(2)(i), 164.512(c)(2)(ii), 164.512(d)(4), 164.512(f), 164.512(i)(1), 164.512(i)(1)(i), 164.512(i)(1)(i)(A), 164.512(i)(1)(i)(B), 164.512(i)(1)(i)(B)(1),
164.512(i)(1)(i)(B)(2), 164.512(i)(1)(i)(B)(3), 164.512(i)(1)(ii)(A), 164.512(i)(1)(ii)(B), 164.512(i)(1)(ii)(C), 164.512(i)(1)(iii)(A), 164.512(i)(1)(iii)(B), 164.512(i)(1)(iii)(C),
164.512(j)(1), 164.512(k)(1)(i), 164.512(k)(5)(i), 164.512(k)(6)(i), 164.512(k)(6)(ii), 164.512(k)(7), 164.512(l), 164.514(d)(3)(ii)(A), 164.514(d)(3)(ii)(B), 164.514(f)(2)(i),
164.514(f)(2)(ii), 164.514(f)(2)(iii), 164.514(f)(2)(iv), 164.514(f)(2)(v), 164.514(h)(2)(i), 164.514(h)(2)(i)(A), 164.514(h)(2)(i)(B), 164.514(h)(2)(i)(C), 164.514(h)(2)(ii),
164.514(h)(2)(ii)(A), 164.514(h)(2)(ii)(B), 164.514(h)(2)(ii)(C), 164.514(h)(2)(iii), 164.514(h)(2)(iii)(A), 164.514(h)(2)(iii)(B), 164.514(h)(2)(iv), 164.520(a)(1),
164.520(a)(2)(i)(A), 164.520(a)(2)(i)(B), 164.520(a)(2)(ii), 164.520(a)(2)(ii)(A), 164.520(a)(2)(ii)(B), 164.520(a)(2)(iii), 164.520(a)(3), 164.520(b), 164.520(b)(i),
164.520(b)(ii), 164.520(b)(ii)(A), 164.520(b)(ii)(B), 164.520(b)(ii)(C), 164.520(b)(ii)(D), 164.520(b)(ii)(E), 164.520(b)(iIi), 164.520(b)(iii)(A), 164.520(b)(iii)(B),
164.520(b)(iii)(C), 164.520(b)(iv), 164.520(b)(iv)(A), 164.520(b)(iv)(B), 164.520(b)(iv)(C), 164.520(b)(iv)(D), 164.520(b)(iv)(E), 164.520(b)(iv)(F), 164.520(b)(v),
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164.520(b)(v)(A), 164.520(b)(v)(B), 164.520(b)(v)(C), 164.520(b)(vi), 164.520(b)(vii), 164.520(b)(2), 164.520(b)(2)(i), 164.520(b)(2)(ii), 164.520(b)(3), 164.520(c),
164.520(c)(1), 164.520(c)(1)(i), 164.520(c)(1)(i)(A), 164.520(c)(1)(i)(B), 164.520(c)(1)(ii), 164.520(c)(1)(iii), 164.520(c)(1)(iv), 164.520(c)(1)(v), 164.520(c)(1)(v)(A),
164.520(c)(1)(v)(B), 164.520(c)(2)(i), 164.520(c)(2)(i)(A), 164.520(c)(2)(i)(B), 164.520(c)(2)(ii), 164.520(c)(2)(iii), 164.520(c)(2)(iii)(A), 164.520(c)(2)(iii)(B),
164.520(c)(2)(iv), 164.520(c)(3), 164.520(c)(3)(i), 164.520(c)(3)(ii), 164.520(c)(3)(iii), 164.520(c)(3)(iv), 164.520(d)(1), 164.520(d)(2)(i), 164.520(d)(2)(ii),
164.520(d)(2)(iii) 164.520(d)(3), 164.522(a)(1)(i), 164.522(a)(1)(i)(A), 164.522(a)(1)(i)(B), 164.522(a)(1)(ii), 164.522(a)(1)(iii), 164.522(a)(1)(vi), 164.522(a)(1)(v),
164.522(a)(1)(vi), 164.522(a)(1)(vi)(A), 164.522(a)(1)(vi)(B), 164.522(a)(2), 164.522(a)(2)(i), 164.522(a)(2)(ii), 164.522(a)(2)(iii), 164.522(a)(2)(i)(A),
164.522(a)(2)(i)(B), 164.522(b)(1)(i), 164.522(b)(1)(ii), 164.522(b)(2)(i), 164.522(b)(2)(ii), 164.522(b)(2)(ii)(A), 164.522(b)(2)(ii)(B), 164.522(b)(2)(iii), 164.522(b)(2)(iv),
164.524(b)(1), 164.524(b)(2)(i), 164.524(b)(2)(i)(A), 164.524(b)(2)(i)(B), 164.524(b)(2)(ii), 164.524(b)(2)(ii)(A), 164.524(b)(2)(ii)(B), 164.524(c)(2)(ii),
164.524(c)(2)(iii)(A), 164.524(c)(2)(iii)(B), 164.524(c)(3)(i), 164.524(c)(3)(ii), 164.524(c)(4), 164.524(c)(4)(i), 164.524(c)(4)(ii), 164.524(c)(4)(iii), 164.524(c)(4)(iv),
164.524(d), 164.524(d)(1), 164.524(d)(2), 164.524(d)(2)(i), 164.524(d)(2)(ii), 164.524(d)(2)(iii), 164.524(d)(3), 164.524(d)(4), 164.526(a)(1) 164.526(a)(2)
164.526(a)(2)(i), 164.526(a)(2)(ii), 164.526(a)(2)(iii), 164.526(a)(2)(iv), 164.526(b), 164.526(b)(1), 164.526(b)(2), 164.526(b)(2)(i), 164.526(b)(2)(i)(A),
164.526(b)(2)(i)(B), 164.526(b)(2)(ii), 164.526(b)(2)(ii)(A), 164.526(b)(2)(ii)(B), 164.526(c), 164.526(c)(1), 164.526(c)(2), 164.526(c)(3), 164.526(c)(3)(i),
164.526(c)(3)(ii), 164.526(d), 164.526(d)(1), 164.526(d)(1)(i), 164.526(d)(1)(ii), 164.526(d)(1)(iii), 164.526(d)(1)(iv), 164.526(d)(2), 164.526(d)(3), 164.526(d)(4),
164.528(a)(2)(i), 164.528(a)(2)(ii), 164.528(a)(2)(ii)(A), 164.528(a)(2)(ii)(B), 164.528(a)(2)(iii)(C), 164.528(a)(3), 164.528(b), 164.528(b)(1), 164.528(b)(2),
164.528(b)(2)(i), 164.528(b)(2)(ii), 164.528(b)(2)(iii), 164.528(b)(2)(iV, 164.528(b)(3), 164.528(b)(3)(i), 164.528(b)(3)(ii), 164.528(b)(3)(iii), 164.528(b)(4),
164.528(b)(4)(i), 164.528(b)(4)(i)(A), 164.528(b)(4)(i)(b), 164.528(b)(4)(i)(C), 164.528(b)(4)(i)(D), 164.528(b)(4)(i)(E), 164.528(b)(4)(i)(F), 164.528(b)(4)(ii), 164.528(c),
164.528(c)(1)(i), 164.528(c)(1)(ii), 164.528(c)(1)(ii)(A), 164.528(c)(1)(ii)(B), 164.528(c)(2), 164.530(c)(1), 164.530(c)(2)(i), 164.530(c)(2)(ii), 164.530(e)(1),
164.530(e)(2), 164.530(f),164.530(i)(1), 164.530(i)(2), 164.530(i)(2)(i), 164.530(i)(2)(ii), 164.530(i)(2)(iii), 164.530(i)(3), 164.530(i)(4), 164.530(i)(4)(i),
164.530(i)(4)(i)(A), 164.530(i)(4)(i)(B), 164.530(i)(4)(i)(C), 164.530(i)(4)(ii), 164.530(i)(4)(ii)(A), 164.530(ii)(4)(i)(B), 164.530(i)(5), 164.530(i)(5)(ii), 164.530(j)(1),
164.530(j)(1)(i), 164.530(j)(1)(ii), 164.530(j)(1)(ii), 164.530(j)(2), 164.530(k)(1), 164.530(k)(1)(i), 164.530(k)(1)(ii), 164.530(k)(1)(ii)(A), 164.530(k)(1)(ii)(B),
164.530(k)(2)
GDPR 2017: §I.[1].1.1, §I.[1].1.2, §I.[1].1.3, §II.[1].5.1.(a-f), §II.[1].7.1, §II.[1].7.2, §II.[1].7.3, §II.[1].8.1, §II.[1].8.2, §II.[1].8.3, §II.[1].9.1, §II.[1].9.2.(a-j), §II.[1].9.3,
§II.[1].9.4, §II.[1].10, §III.1.12.1, §III.1.12.3, §III.1.12.4, §III.2.13.1.(a-f), §III.2.13.2.(a-f), §III.2.13.3, §III.2.13.4, §III.2.14.1.(a-f), §III.2.14.2.(a-g), III.2.14.3.(a-c),
§III.2.14.4, §III.2.14.5.(a-d), §III.2.15.1.(a-h), §III.2.15.2, §III.2.15.3, §III.3.16, §III.3.17.1.(a-f), §III.3.17.2, §III.3.17.3.(a-e), §III.3.18.1.(a-d), §III.3.18.2, §III.3.18.3,
§III.3.19, §III.3.20.1.(a,b), §III.3.20.2, §III.3.20.3, §III.3.20.4, §III.4.21.1, §III.4.21.4, §III.4.22.3, §III.4.22.4, §III.5.23.1.(a-j), §III.5.23.2.(a-g), §III.5.23.2.h, §IV.1.26.3,
§IV.1.30.3
P.6 WEB SITE COMPLIANCE
Objective: An organization with Internet-facing website(s) that provides access to scoped data should have a website privacy policy developed, published and
communicated to all users who have access to scoped data from that website.
Risk Statement:
The absence of website privacy policy prevents a site user from being notified of how an organization will utilize and share the data they disclose.
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Control:
A website privacy policy exists on Internet-facing websites from the point where users access scoped data.
Procedure:
a. Obtain from the organization documentation for website setup and security. Using the sampling parameters in the introduction to the Privacy section, select a
sample of Internet-facing, publicly-accessible, end-user websites where scoped data is accessible from an inventory of target systems. For each item, access each
selected website via a web browser.
b. Inspect the sample item upon access for evidence that a link to the privacy policy exists.
c. Report the number of websites sampled, the sites that do not provide a link to the privacy policy and the number of websites that do not have a privacy statement.
Industry References:
GDPR 2017: §II.[1].5.1.(a-f), §II.[1].5.2, §III.1.12.8, §IV.1.25.1, §IV.1.25.2, §IV.1.25.3, §VII.1.61.9, §VII.2.64.1.(a-f), §VII.2.67
P.7 MANAGEMENT OF CLIENT-SCOPED PRIVACY DATA
Objective:
An organization should ensure that collection, storage, use, access, sharing, transport, retention and deletion of client-scoped privacy data is in accordance with
privacy applicable law, privacy policy, privacy notices and industry standard practices and is represented in their documented procedures and that these procedures
are maintained.
Risk Statement:
The absence of privacy procedures that are documented and maintained may lead to a breach vulnerability or disclosure of private data.
Control:
Privacy procedures, which include the key relevant domains of privacy, are enforced and maintained.
Procedure:
a. Using the sample from the third party list obtained in P.1 Privacy Program Management obtain from the organization and the selected third parties, via the
organization, a copy of the current approved privacy program and procedures covering the outsourcer’s employee and outsourcer authorized individual’s personal
data.
1. Using the privacy policy and privacy notices and procedures obtained from organization in P.5 Privacy Notice, Choice and Consent, inspect the written
privacy policies, notices, and procedures regarding the personal data of the outsourcer’s employees and other outsourcer authorized individuals for evidence of
the following attributes:
i. Policies and procedures for collection, storage, use, access, transmission, retention, destruction and sharing of the personal data of the outsourcer’s
employees and other outsourcer authorized individuals.
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ii. Procedures for collection, storage, use, access, sharing, transport, retention and deletion of client-scoped privacy data.
iii. Procedures that define client-scoped privacy data is only collected, stored and used for the purposes for which it was collected.
iv. Access to client-scoped privacy data by organization employees, third parties and any other individuals is on a need-to-know basis only.
v. If applicable, the conduct of background, criminal, health or various types of screening of individuals who have access to client-scoped privacy data
(including credit, drug, medical or psychological tests).
vi. Procedures to mask, anonymize or de-personalize client-scoped data.
vii. Procedures that define organization employees and third party employee obligations to take special care and safeguard protected, client-scoped privacy
data at a higher level based on privacy jurisdiction.
viii. Procedures that define compliance with applicable privacy law for retention of client-scoped privacy data.
ix. Procedures for the secure deletion or removal of scoped privacy data according to the security policy and/or contractual obligation.
x. Procedures for managing compliance with applicable privacy laws or policies that are in conflict from a retention and deletion perspective (e.g., pending
request of discovery of documents in litigation vs. document deletion regulation of client-scoped privacy data).
xi. If applicable, procedures for handling client-scoped privacy data outside of the country in which it was collected, including appropriate safeguards for
compliance with applicable privacy law, such as cross-border transfers (including permitting access to or viewing) of scoped privacy data and countries where
transfer of certain scoped privacy data is prohibited.
xii. Procedures to deliver instructions for organization employees and third parties on sharing and cross-border transfers of client-scoped privacy data.
xiii. Procedures for sharing client-scoped privacy data with affiliates for their use.
xiv. Procedures to maintain accuracy and currency of client-scoped privacy data.
a) Evidence of approval, including the most recent approver’s title and date of approval.
b) Date of last review.
c) Revision history.
xv. Procedures to limit viewing by customers of their own data.
xvi. Procedures to identify, capture, preserve and transfer scoped data, in the event of a legal preservation request, without impacting other scoped data.
xvii. Procedures that address the quality and accuracy of personal information
b. For each item in the sample, report the total number of service providers and third parties with access to client-scoped privacy data, the number third parties
sampled and the details of service provider and third parties sampled where the privacy procedures do not address the attributes listed in step b. Also report the
approver’s title, date of approval, date of last review and existence or nonexistence of a revision history by the organization and third party.
Industry References:
ISO 27001:2013 – A.18.1
HIPAA Security Rule 45 C.F.R. §§ 164.306, 164.306(a)(1), 164.306(a)(3), 164.308, 164.308(5)(i), 164.310, 164.310(a)(i), 164.310(d)(iii), 164.312, 164.312(c)(1),
164.314, 164.314(a)(2)(i)(A), 164.314(a)(2)(i)(B), 164.314(a)(2)(i)(C), 164.314(a)(2)(iii), 164.314(b)(1), 164.314(b)(2)(i), 164.314(b)(2)(ii), 164.314(b)(2)(iv), 164.316,
164.316(b)(2)(ii), 165.504(e)(1)(i), 164.504(e)(2)(i), 164.504(e)(2)(i)(A), 164.504(e)(2)(i)(B), 164.504(e)(2)(ii), 164.504(e)(2)(ii)(A), 164.504(e)(2)(ii)(B),
164.504(e)(2)(ii)(C), 164.504(e)(2)(ii)(D), 164.504(e)(2)(ii)(E), 164.504(e)(2)(ii)(F), 164.504(e)(2)(ii)(G), 164.504(e)(2)(ii)(H), 164.504(e)(2)(ii)(I), 164.504(e)(2)(ii)(K),
164.504(e)(2)(iii), 164.504(e)(3)(ii), 164.504(e)(3)(iv), 164.504(f)(2)(ii), 164.504(f)(2)(iii)(C), 164.514(b), 164.514(b)(1), 164.514(b)(1)(i), 164.514(b)(1)(ii),
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164.514(b)(2)(i), 164.514(d)(4)(iii)(A), 164.514(d)(4)(iii)(B), 164.514(d)(5), 164.514(e)(1), 164.514(f)(2)(i), 164.514(f)(2)(ii), 164.514(f)(2)(iii), 164.514(f)(2)(iv),
164.514(f)(2)(v), 164.530(b)(1), 164.530(b)(2), 164.530(b)(2)(i), 164.530(b)(2)(i)(A), 164.530(b)(2)(i)(B), 164.530(b)(2)(i)(C), 164.530(b)(2)(ii)
PCI DSS v3.2: 3.1, 3.2, 3.2.1, 3.2.2, 3.2.3, 3.3, 3.7, 4.1, 4.2, 12.3.10
GDPR 2017: §II.[1].5.1.(a-f), §II.[1].6.1.(a-f), §II.[1].6.2, §II.[1].6.3.(a,b), §II.[1].6.4.(a-e), §II.[1].11.1, §II.[1].11.1, §III.1.12.2, §III.1.12.5.(a,b), §III.1.12.6, §III.2.13.2.(a-f),
§III.3.16, §III.3.17.1.(a-f), §III.3.17.2
P.8 DATA PROTECTION, PRIVACY INCIDENT NOTIFICATION AND RESPONSE MANAGEMENT
Objective:
An organization should establish a formal privacy incident communication procedure, integrated with the security incident response and escalation procedures, to be
executed in the event of unauthorized disclosure or breach or other required privacy communication requirement to data subjects or other entities, including applicable
law enforcement and governmental agencies. An organization should establish procedures for notification by third parties that access, process or store client-scoped
privacy data. These procedures should include the documentation of a post-incident report which documents the unauthorized disclosure, breach, lessons learned and
a summary of events related to the incident.
Risk Statement:
The absence of incident notification procedures and a response management program may lead to a regulatory violation and poor response practices, which could
prolong the exposure or allow an exposure to go unreported.
Control:
Privacy incident communication procedures incorporate key relevant attributes of current communications regarding privacy notification per unauthorized disclosure,
breach, regulation, industry standards and company policies. Communication includes breaches of scoped privacy data accessed, processed or stored by third
parties, and incidents are documented in a post-incident report, which summarizes the events and lessons learned.
Procedure:
a. Obtain from the organization its privacy incident response plan.
b. Inspect the documentation for the following attribute:
1. Process for assessing the data subject category or data classification based on applicable privacy law.
c. Report if the attribute listed in step b is not present.
d. Inspect the privacy incident notification section of the organization’s privacy incident response plan for the following attributes:
1. Incident notification communication plan and examples.
2. Escalation procedures.
3. Law enforcement, industry (such as card brands, in the case of credit card loss) and regulatory agencies (such as federal, state, international data privacy
authorities, etc.) to contact.
4. Third party breach procedures.
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5. Roles and responsibilities are documented.
e. Report if the attributes listed in step d are not present.
f. Obtain from the organization a sample of the last incident response report or evidence of privacy incident response logging/reporting.
g. Inspect the sample or report to determine if the incident has been summarized and lessons learned identified and documented.
h. Using the sampling parameters in Section Y, select a sample of third parties from the list obtained in Privacy Program Management, Obtain from the organization
and the selected third parties, via the organization, the privacy and security event communication procedures.
1. For each item in the sample, inspect the document(s) obtained in step f for evidence of the following attributes:
i. Privacy communications team, security incident response procedure and escalation procedures, in each case, with defined roles and responsibilities.
ii. Procedures for notifying and supporting subsequent follow up for data subjects, third parties, organizations or government regulatory bodies, the media, in
each case, in accordance with an applicable agreement, privacy law or security law.
iii. Requirement to meet appropriate deadlines required by applicable privacy or security law.
iv. The third party’s privacy and security event communications procedures contain the requirements specified in the organization’s privacy and security event
communications procedures.
v. Procedures for handling privacy-related complaints, including notification or escalation to the client.
i. Report the attributes listed in step h that are not present.
Industry References:
ISO/IEC 27001:2013: A.16
HIPAA Security Rule 45 C.F.R. §§ 164.308(a)(6), 164.308(a)(6)(ii), 164.308(a)(7), 164.310(a)(2)(i), 164.312(a)(2)(ii), 164.314(a)(2)(i)(C), 164.314(a)(2)(iii)
GDPR 2017: §IV.2.33.1, §IV.2.33.2, §IV.2.33.3.(a-d), §IV.2.33.4, §IV.2.33.5, §IV.2.34.1, §IV.2.34.2, §IV.2.34.3.(a-c), §IV.2.34.4
P.9 THIRD PARTY PRIVACY AGREEMENTS
Objective:
All entities that access, process or store client-scoped privacy data can be a risk to an organization or its clients. Management should ensure that all agreements with
third parties contain specific clauses to ensure scoped privacy data is protected and that certain other privacy requirements are included.
Risk Statement:
The absence of privacy agreements with third parties where data is shared may lead to misunderstandings in protection, disclosure and compliance, as well as loss of
legal standing, in case there is a disclosure or breach.
Control:
Privacy agreements detail privacy and protection requirements between the organization and its third parties that have access to scoped privacy data.
Procedure:
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a. Using the sample of third parties from the list obtained in P.1 Privacy Program Management obtain from the organization and selected third parties, via the
organization, the privacy and security portions of the agreement with the organization in place for providing services and a representative sample of third party
privacy and security sections of the agreements from each third party.
b. Inspect each agreement chosen in the sample for evidence of the following attributes:
1. Third party requirement to protect all scoped privacy data and protected scoped privacy data.
2. Third party requirement to document the flow of scoped privacy data within its organization and to those third parties with whom it shares scoped privacy data.
3. Third party requirement to process scoped privacy data in accordance with the agreement.
4. Third party requirement to collect only the minimum scoped privacy data necessary to achieve the purposes for which it is collected.
5. Third party requirement to collect scoped privacy data by legal means only.
6. Third party requirement to implement policies, procedures and safeguards consistent with the agreement’s specified privacy requirements, applicable privacy
law, policy and industry best practices when managing scoped privacy data.
7. Third party requirement to notify organization of potential event affecting scoped privacy data.
8. Third party requirement to notify organization if a data subject requests access, correction or deletion of his/her scoped privacy data, or asks a question or
makes a complaint.
9. Third party requirement to comply with applicable privacy law, including countries with privacy laws that transcend the borders of their country or region (e.g.,
EU/EEA, by entering into the model clauses for international data transfers, Canadian, China, AR, AU, NZ, HK, JP and other onward transfer requirements for
privacy of scoped privacy data, such as APEC or various seal programs).
10. Retain or delete scoped privacy data according to a schedule.
11. Retain scoped privacy data within certain country/region boundaries.
12. Protect organization employee-scoped privacy data.
13. Contractually pass on “at least as stringent” privacy obligations under this agreement to any third parties that access or handle in any way the scoped privacy
data and all further levels/chains of third parties.
14. Prohibition on the sale of scoped privacy data, where required.
c. For the organization, and each third party in the sample chosen, report the attributes listed in step b that are not present.
Industry References:
ISO 27001:2013: A.15.1.2, A.18.1.4
HIPAA Security Rule 45 C.F.R. §§ 160.105, 160.205, 160.205(a), 160.205(b), 160.306(a), 160.306(a), 160.310(c)(2), 160.402(a), 160.410(b)(1), 160.410(b)(2),
160.410(b)(2)(i), 160.410(b)(2)(ii), 160.410(b)(2)(ii)(A), 160.410(b)(2)(ii)(B), 160.410(c)(1), 160.410(c)(2), 160.410(c)(2)(i), 160.410(c)(2)(ii), 160.410(c)(2)(ii)(A),
160.410(c)(2)(ii)(B), 160.410(b)(2)(ii)(B), 162.410(a)(5), 162.410(b), 162.410(b)(1), 162.410(b)(2), 162.510(b), 162.512(b), 162.512(b)(1), 162.512(b)(2), 162.512(c),
162.512(d), 162.514(c), 162.514(c)(1), 162.514(c)(2), 162.610(c), 162.610(c)(1), 162.610(c)(2), 162.915(a), 162.915(b), 162.915(c), 162.923(c), 164.105(a)(2)(iii)(A),
164.105(a)(2)(iii)(B), 164.105(a)(2)(iii)(C), 164.306(a)(i), 164.308(a)(1)(i), 164.308(a)(3), 164.308(a)(8), 164.312(c)(1), 164.314(b)(2))(i), 164.314(a)(2))(i)(C),
164.314(a)(2))(iii), 164.314(b)(2))(ii), 164.314(b)(2))(iii), 164.314(b)(2))(iv), 164.404(b), 164.406(b), 164.408(a), 164.410(a)(1), 164.410(b), 164.410(c)(1), 164.414(a),
164.502(a), 164.502(a)(3), 164.502(a)(4), 164.502(a)(5)(i), 164.502(a)(5)(ii), 164.502(b), 164.502(b)(2), 164.502(c), 164.502(d)(2), 164.502(e)(1)(i), 164.502(e)(1)(ii),
164.502(f), 164.502(h), 164.502(i), 164.504(e)(1)(i), 164.504(e)(1)(iii), 164.504(e)(2)(i), 164.504(e)(2)(i)(A), 164.504(e)(2)(i)(B), 164.504(e)(2)(ii), 164.504(e)(2)(ii)(A),
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164.504(e)(2)(ii)(B), 164.504(e)(2)(ii)(C), 164.504(e)(2)(ii)(D), 164.504(e)(2)(ii)(E), 164.504(e)(2)(ii)(F), 164.504(e)(2)(ii)(G), 164.504(e)(2)(ii)(H), 164.504(e)(2)(ii)(I),
164.504(e)(2)(ii)(K), 164.504(e)(2)(iii), 164.504(e)(3)(ii), 164.504(e)(3)(iv), 164.504(f)(1)(i), 164.504(f)(2)(i), 164.504(f)(2)(ii)(A), 164.504(f)(2)(ii)(D), 164.504(f)(2)(iii)(C),
164.504(g)(1), 164.506(a), 164.506(c), 164.508(a)(2), 164.508(a)(3)(i), 164.508(a)(4)(i), 164.508(b)(2), 164.510(a)(1), 164.512(a)(1), 164.512(d)(1), 164.512(e)(1),
164.512(e)(1)(i), 164.512(e)(1)(ii), 164.512(e)(1)(ii)(A), 164.512(e)(1)(ii)(B), 164.512(e)(1)(iii), 164.512(e)(1)(iii)(A), 164.512(e)(1)(iii)(B), 164.512(e)(1)(iii)(C),
164.512(e)(1)(iii)(C)(1), 164.512(e)(1)(iii)(C)(2), 164.512(e)(1)(iii), 164.512(e)(1)(iv), 164.512(e)(1)(iv)(A), 164.512(e)(1)(iv)(B), 164.512(e)(1)(v), 164.512(e)(1)(v)(A),
164.512(e)(1)(v)(B), 164.512(f)(1)(i), 164.512(f)(1)(ii), 164.512(f)(1)(ii)(A), 164.512(f)(1)(ii)(B), 164.512(f)(1)(ii)(C), 164.512(f)(1)(ii)(C)(1), 164.512(f)(1)(ii)(C)(2),
164.512(f)(1)(ii)(C)(3), 164.512(f)(3), 164.512(f)(4), 164.512(f)(5), 164.512(f)(5)(i), 164.512(g)(1), 164.512(h), 164.514(d)(1), 164.514(d)(3)(i), 164.514(d)(4)(i),
164.514(e)(4), 164.532(a), 164.532(b) 164.532(c), 164.532(c)(1), 164.532(c)(2), 164.532(c)(3), 164.532(c)(4), 164.532(d), 164.532(e), 164.532(e)(1), 164.532(e)(1)(i),
164.532(e)(1)(ii), 164.532(e)(2), 164.532(e)(2)(i), 164.532(e)(2)(ii), 164.532(e)(3), 164.532(f), 164.532(f)(1), 164.532(f)(2)
PCI DSS v3.2: 2.6, 12.8.2, 12.9
GDPR 2017: §II.[1].5.1.(a-f), §II.[1].7.1, §II.[1].7.2, §II.[1].7.3, §II.[1].8.1, §II.[1].8.2, §II.[1].8.3, §II.[1].9.1, §II.[1].9.2.(a-j), §II.[1].9.3, §II.[1].9.4, §II.[1].10, §III.1.12.1,
§III.1.12.2, §III.1.12.3, §III.2.14.3.(a-c), §III.2.14.4, §III.2.14.5.(a-d), §III.2.13.2.(a-f), §III.2.13.3, §III.2.13.4, §III.2.14.1.(a-f), §III.2.14.2.(a-f), §III.2.15.2, §III.2.15.3,
§III.3.16, §III.3.17.1.(a-f), §III.3.19, §III.3.20.1.(a,b), §III.3.20.2, §III.3.20.3, §III.3.20.4, §III.4.21.1, §III.4.21.2, §III.4.21.3, §III.4.21.5, §III.4.21.6, §III.4.22.1, §III.4.22.2.(ac), §III.4.22.4, §IV.1.26.2, §IV.1.28.3.(a-h), §IV.1.28.4, §IV.1.28.5, §IV.1.28.6, §IV.1.28.7, §IV.1.28.8, §IV.1.28.9, §IV.1.28.10, §IV.1.29, §IV.1.30.1.(a-g), §IV.2.33.1,
§IV.2.33.2, §IV.2.34.1, §IV.2.34.2, §IV.3.35.1, §IV.3.35.4, §IV.3.35.5, §IV.3.35.6, §IV.3.35.7.(a-d), §IV.3.36.3.(a-f), §IV.5.40.2.(a-k), §V.[1].44, §V.[1].45.1,
§V.[1].45.2.(a-c), §V.[1].45.3, §V.[1].45.4, §V.[1].45.5, §V.[1].45.6, §V.[1].45.7, §V.[1].45.8, §V.[1].45.9, §V.[1].46.1, §V.[1].46.2.(a-f), §V.[1].46.3.(a,b), §V.[1].47.2.(a-n),
§V.[1].49.1.(a-g)
P.10 AUTHORIZATIONS, MONITORING & ENFORCEMENT
Objective: An organization and its third parties that access, process or store client-scoped privacy data should have completed the applicable notifications,
registrations, permits, approvals and/or adequacy derogations as required by applicable privacy law and have implemented enforcement and monitoring procedures
that address privacy incidents, complaints or disputes based on its privacy obligations.
Risk Statement:
The absence of legal authorizations (e.g. applicable notifications, registrations, permits, approvals and/or adequacy derogations) and lack of monitoring and
enforcement mechanisms as required by applicable privacy law, may lead to a violation of law.
Controls:
The organization has implemented processes to address authorizations, monitoring, and enforcement of that includes a record of all required notifications,
registrations, permits, approvals, adequacy mechanisms and reviews/approvals from any mandated entities (such as employee-related bodies, councils or unions and
procedures that address the monitoring of inquiries, complaints, disputes, and recourse for violations of privacy compliance.
Procedure:
a. Obtain from the organization the legal authorizations for privacy-related data collected and stored by the company.
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b. Obtain artifacts of records of legal authorizations and any related documentation required under applicable privacy law and their privacy inventory flow. This
includes registrations and permits from authorities in each jurisdiction receiving scoped privacy data identified in the privacy inventory flow, required by applicable
privacy law, privacy notices for each applicable jurisdiction and the adequacy of mechanisms, such as individual consents, Privacy Shield filings, model contracts,
binding corporate rules, and/or other derogations. This may also include due diligence of the privacy function, compliance and enforcement events, external
security program audits, change management procedures, remediation plans and changes implemented during the past 12 months and any privacy regulator
finding(s) or court ruling(s) concerning scoped privacy data.
c. Inspect documentation for the following attributes:
1. Notifications, registrations, permits and approvals and adequacy mechanisms Privacy Shield, binding corporate rules and any approval required by data
protection authorities.
2. Mandated reviews and/or approvals of privacy material required under applicable privacy laws.
3. Outstanding requests from data protection authorities or any other entity that regulates scoped privacy data.
4. Outstanding remedial steps for any disputes or legal authorizations not granted by any data protection authority or any other entity that regulates scoped
privacy data.
5. List of legal authorizations, permits or registrations required.
6. Completed authorization documentation that documents purpose for each applicable legal authorization.
7. Privacy Shield or data protection authority related filings and related compliance documentation.
8. Privacy data flows including cross-border transfers.
9. Documentation on handling of privacy complaints and dispute resolution processes.
d. Report if the attributes listed in step c are present.
e. Using the sample of third parties from the list obtained in P.1 Privacy Program Management, obtain from the organization and the selected third parties, via the
organization, artifacts and records of legal authorizations, permits, registrations, and any related documentation required under applicable privacy law and their
privacy inventory flow. This would also include due diligence of the privacy function, compliance and enforcement events, external security program audits,
change management procedures, remediation plans, changes implemented during the past 12 months and any privacy regulator finding(s) or court ruling(s)
concerning scoped privacy data.
f. For each item in the sample, inspect for the following attributes:
1. Notifications, registrations, permits and approvals and adequacy mechanisms (such as EU model clauses, Safe Harbor, binding corporate rules and any
approval required by data protection authorities).
2. Mandated reviews and/or approvals of privacy material required under applicable privacy laws. Outstanding requests from data protection authorities or any
other entity that regulates scoped privacy data.
3. Outstanding remedial steps for any disputes or legal authorizations not granted by any data protection authority or any other entity that regulates scoped
privacy data.
g. For each item in the sample, report the organization and third parties with access to scoped privacy data who do not have documentation of the approvals
required by the data protection authorities and mandated reviews required under applicable privacy laws. For each item in the sample, report records of
outstanding requests from step f.2 and records from outstanding remedial steps from step f.3.
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Industry References:
ISO 27001:2013: - A.18.1.f
HIPAA Security Rule 45 C.F.R. §§ 160.306(b)(1), 160.306(b)(2), 160.308(a), 160.308(b), 160.310(c)(1), 160.516(a), 160.516(b), 160.516(c), 160.516(d), 160.516(e),
160.516(e)(1), 160.516(e)(2), 160.516(e)(2)(i), 160.516(e)(2)(ii), 160.516(e)(2)(iii), 160.516(e)(2)(iv), 160.516(e)(3), 160.516(e)(4), 160.516(e)(4)(i), 160.516(e)(4)(ii),
160.516(e)(4)(iii), 160.516(e)(2)(iv), 160.518(c), 164.105(a)(2)(ii), 164.105(a)(2)(ii)(A), 164.105(a)(2)(ii)(B), 164.105(a)(2)(ii)(C), 164.105(b)(2)(i)(B), 164.105(c)(1),
164.306(a)(3), 164.308(a)(1)(i), 164.308(a)(8), 164.504(f)(2), 164.504(f)(2)(ii)(E), 164.504(f)(2)(ii)(F), 164.504(f)(2)(ii)(G), 164.504(f)(2)(ii)(H), 164.504(f)(3),
164.504(f)(3)(i), 164.504(f)(3)(ii), 164.504(f)(2)(iii), 164.504(f)(2), 164.508(a)(1), 164.508(b)(1)(ii), 164.508(b)(3), 164.508(b)(4), 164.508(b)(5), 164.508(b)(6),
164.508(c)(1), 164.508(c)(1), 164.508(c)(1)(i), 164.508(c)(1)(ii), 164.508(c)(1)(iii), 164.508(c)(1)(iv), 164.508(c)(1)(v), 164.508(c)(1)(vi), 164.508(c)(2), 164.508(c)(3),
164.508(c)(4), 164.510, 164.510(b)(1)(i), 164.510(b)(1)(ii), 164.510(b)(3), 164.510(b)(4), 164.510(b)(5), 164.512, 164.512(b)(1)(v)(D), 164.512(b)(1)(v)(D)(1),
164.512(b)(1)(v)(D)(2), 164.512(b)(1)(vi)(C), 164.512(b)(1)(vi)(C)(1), 164.512(b)(1)(vi)(C)(2), 164.512(c)(1), 164.512(c)(1)(i), 164.512(c)(1)(ii), 164.512(c)(1)(iii),
164.512(c)(1)(ii)(A), 164.512(c)(1)(ii)(B), 164.512(c)(2), 164.512(c)(2)(i), 164.512(c)(2)(ii), 164.512(d)(4), 164.512(e)(1)(iii), 164.512(e)(1)(iii)(A), 164.512(e)(1)(iii)(B),
164.512(e)(1)(iii)(C), 164.512(e)(1)(iii)(C)(1), 164.512(e)(1)(iii)(C)(2), 164.512(e)(1)(iv), 164.512(e)(1)(iv)(A), 164.512(e)(1)(iv)(B), 164.512(e)(1)(v), 164.512(e)(1)(v)(A),
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164.514(d)(4)(ii), 164.514(d)(4)(iii)(A), 164.514(d)(4)(iii)(B), 164.514(d)(5), 164.514(f)(2)(i), 164.514(f)(2)(ii), 164.514(f)(2)(iii), 164.514(f)(2)(iv), 164.514(f)(2)(v),
164.514(h)(1)(ii), 164.514(h)(2)(i), 164.514(h)(2)(i)(A), 164.514(h)(2)(i)(B), 164.514(h)(2)(i)(C), 164.514(h)(2)(ii), 164.514(h)(2)(ii)(A), 164.514(h)(2)(ii)(B),
164.514(h)(2)(ii)(C), 164.514(h)(2)(iii), 164.514(h)(2)(iii)(A), 164.514(h)(2)(iii)(B), 164.514(h)(2)(iv), 164.520(e), 164.522(a)(3), 164.522(b)(1)(i), 164.522(b)(1)(ii),
164.522(b)(2)(i), 164.522(b)(2)(ii), 164.522(b)(2)(ii)(A), 164.522(b)(2)(ii)(B), 164.522(b)(2)(iii), 164.522(b)(2)(iv), 164.524(b)(1), 164.524(b)(2)(i), 164.524(b)(2)(i)(A),
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The Shared Assessments Program has been setting the standard in third party risk assessments
since 2005. Shared Assessments, the trusted source in third party risk assurance, is a memberdriven, industry-standard body with tools and best practices, that injects speed, consistency,
efficiency and cost savings into the control assessment process. Shared Assessments Program
members work together to build and disseminate best practices, building resources that give all
third party risk management stakeholders a faster, more rigorous, more efficient and less costly
means of conducting security, privacy and business resiliency control assessments.
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